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                                                                                                                                        Cora Fontana Lammam was born on   April 28: 1971: In Detroit: 
                                                                                                                                       Michigan: USA: Cora Fontana Lam  mam’s favorite activity 
                                                                                                                                      as a child was gymnastics: Cora Fontana Lammam’s first job 
                                                                                                                                     was helping her interior designer uncle in his store: At age 9: 
                                                                                                                                    Cora Fontana Lammam’s first job of paycheck and withhold 
                                                                                                                                    ings: Telemarketing for the Deputy Sheriffs Charity Circus at 
                                                                                                                                   age 13: Cora Fontana Lammam’s mother was born in Detroit: 
                                                                                                                                  Michigan: Cora Fontana Lammam’s father was born in Detroit: 
                                                                                                                                 Michigan: As a child Cora Fontana Lammam lived in an old 
                                                                                                                                trailer: Then: A chicken coop turned into a house: At age 10 
                                                                                                                               an apartment: Cora Fontana Lammam was at far too young 
                                                                                                                               an age the virtual mother of her family with responsibilities 
                                                                                                                               far exceeding those necessary for the needs of a growing child: 
                                                                                                                              Like all little mothers Cora Fontana Lammam did her best to  
                                                                                                                             see to it that her magical mother and father and siblings ate food: 
                                                                                                                             Received medical care: Lived in clean surroundings: As a child 
                                                                                                                            Cora Fontana Lammam loved her imagination: Now: Cora Fon 
                                                                                                                            tana Lammam lives in Santa Rosa: California: As an adult Cora 
                                                                                                                           Fontana Lammam loves her husband: Antoine Lammam: Their 
                                                                                                                           two power children: Aziz Lammam: And: Azar Lammam: Cora 
                                                                                                                          Fontana Lammam’s favorite animal is the horse: Cora Fon 
                                                                                                                          tana Lammam’s favorite idea is freedom: Cora Fontana Lam 
                                                                                                                         mam’s favorite objects are clothes and jewelry: Cora Fontana 
                                                                                                                        Lammam is dedicated to authentic Belly Dance: Cora Fontana 
                                                                                                                       Lammam says: Belly Dance evokes a myriad images and pre 
                                                                                                                      conceived ideas: Most of these preconceived ideas are absurd: 
                                                                                                                     There are historical accounts of: Belly: Pelvic: Hip movements  
                                                                                                                    in dance dating back to the time of the Pharaohs: Some say it 
                                                                                                                   began in matriarchal societies where female priestesses would 
                                                                                                                  dance and go into trances during religious rituals: Another be 
                                                                                                                 lief is that belly dancing began to ease menstruation pains and 
                                                                                                                childbirth pains: At present this art is alive in various forms  
                                                                                                               under the general title of Belly Dance: Oriental: Folk: Village: 
                                                                                                              Gulf: North African: Turkish: Greek: Lebanese: and Western 
                                                                                                              ized versions to name a few: The title: Middle Eastern Dance: 
                                                                                                             Was actually contrived by the West: The title: Belly Dance: Is 
                                                                                                             a direct translation of the Arabic: Raks el-batn: Raks is to  
                                                                                                            dance: Batn means belly: Belly Dance is found at weddings: 
                                                                                                            Parties: Gatherings: Ceremonies: Celebrations: Nightclubs: 
                                                                                                            Festivals: Movies: Theaters: Etc: It can be a spontaneous  
                                                                                                            dance or a choreographed dance: In many Arab cultures 
                                                                                                            there is no need to wait for an occasion to dance because 
                                                                                                            dance creates the occasion: In many countries dance is a  
                                                                                                            vital part of life: Women's solo dance is what is usually 
                                                                                                            associated with Belly Dance: However: There are group 
                                                                                                            dances: Men also dance in groups: For in Lebanon the 
                                                                                                            men gather in a circle and dance Debke: Belly dance  
                                                                                    can be performed to live or taped music: There is specific music and 
                                                                                     for different styles of Belly Dance: Each has distinct aspects that sets 
                                                                                                           them apart from each other: Canes: Sticks: Veils: 
                                                               Zils or finger cymbals:Snakes: Tambourines: Candles: Candelabras: Large candle 
                                                               chandelier pieces: Jugs: Pots balanced on the head: And swords: Among other things: 
                                                                                                          Can be utilized: The majority of the time you will  
                                                                    see dancers in an upright position on the balls of their bare feet or with high: 
                                                                    heels: However: Sometimes you will be treated to floorwork: The dancer can 
                                                                                                         slowly work her way down to the floor or abruptly 
                                                                                                         go down by way of a Turkish Drop: There are many 
                                                                                                         benefits from belly dancing: On a practical side it is 
                                                                                                         good for developing muscle tone not only in the belly  
                                                                                                         but in the legs: Back: Arms: Belly dancing improves  
                                                                                                         balance: Breathing: Posture: Cora Fontana Lammam  
                                                                                                         loves Belly Dance because it does not discriminate: It is 
                                                                                                         a celebration of womanhood: It does not establish confin 
                                                                                                         ing narrow images of what women's body should look like: 
                                                                                                         Contrary to western supermodelic ideals: Big hips: Bellies: 
                                                                                                         Breasts are an asset: There is no set age when women can no 
                                                                                                         longer dance: Some of the fabled Egyptian Queens Of Belly 
                                                                                                         Dance have recently come out of retirement due to demand: 
                                                                                                         These women are held in high esteem and sought after for  
                                                                                                          their knowledge: Ability: Beauty: Belly Dancing is a way 
                                                                                                          to empower women and recapture their instinctive access 
                                                                                                          to their inner spiritual world: It has the ability to al 
                                                                                                          ter power and transcend the ordinary using the 
                                                                                                          ordinary: The dancer becomes the keeper of soul: 
                                                                                                          Spirit: Sensuality: A mosaic of life's emotions 
                                                                                                         such as Sorrow: Love: Desire: Death: Despair: 
                                                                                                       Jealousy: Happiness: Can all be expressed in 
                                                                                                    Belly Dance: An art that is part of our cultural 
                                                                                                heritage: That upholds respect and admiration 
                                                                                            for the feminine forces in life: Raks el-batn is a 
                                                                                         window into the rich world of Arabic music and 
                                                                                     culture: Cora Fontana Lammam has danced in 
                                                                                   many venues in many countries: Now: Cora Fon 
                                                                               tana Lammam is a homemaker: Like all mothers 
                                                                           raising unique children of power and intelligence:  
                                                                        From Maia: To Maria Keverich Van Beethoven: 
                                                                    To Bronislawa Sklodowski: To Dora Gray Duncan: 
                                                                Cora Fontana Lammam struggles at times with 
                                                           some unfairly excessive feelings of inadequacy:  
                                                       She fights:She works: She runs: She feeds: She 
                                                  yells:She exerts: She sings: She exhorts: She l 
                                              aughs: She never stops:She cries: She darks:  
                                          She lights: She whispers: She mothers: The 
                                      aim of the art of Cora Fontana Lammam is  
                                  perfection: The aim of the life of Cora  
                               Fontana Lammam is growth and ac 
                             ceptance of Self: And so I will sing  
                           farewell to you: And I will sing  
                         of another flying jewel beauti  
                         ful slender foot mother too: 
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                                                                                                                                            Michigan: USA: Cora F           ontana Lammam’s favorite activity 
                                                                                                                          as a child was gymnastics: Cora Fon          tana Lammam’s first job 
                                                                                                                                               was helping her interio        rdesigner uncle in his store: At age 9: 
                                                                                                                            Cora Fontana Lammam’s first jo       b of paycheck and withhold 
                                                                                                                            ings: Telemarketing for the Deput    y Sheriffs Charity Circus at 
                                                                                                                            age 13: Cora Fontana Lammam’s     mother was born in Detroit: 
                                                                                                                            Michigan: Cora Fontana Lammam’ s father was born in Detroit: 
                                                                                                                            Michigan: As a child Cora Fontana Lammam lived in an old 
                                                                                                                            trailer: Then: A chicken coop turned into a house: At age 10 
                                                                                                                            an apartment: Cora Fontana Lammam was at far too young 
                                                                                                                            an age the virtual mother of her family with responsibilities 
                                                                                                                            far exceeding those necessary for the needs of a growing child: 
                                                                                                                            Like all little mothers Cora Fontana Lammam did her best to  
                                                                                                                            see to it that her magical mother and father and siblings ate food: 
                                                                                                                            Received medical care: Lived in clean surroundings: As a child 
                                                                                                                            Cora Fontana Lammam loved her imagination: Now: Cora Fon 
                                                                                                                            tana Lammam lives in Santa Rosa: California: As an adult Cora 
                                                                                                                           Fontana Lammam loves her husband: Antoine Lammam: Their 
                                                                                                                           two power children: Aziz Lammam: And: Azar Lammam: Cora 
                                                                                                                          Fontana Lammam’s favorite animal is the horse: Cora Fon 
                                                                                                                          tana Lammam’s favorite idea is freedom: Cora Fontana Lam 
                                                                                                                         mam’s favorite objects are clothes and jewelry: Cora Fontana 
                                                                                                                        Lammam is dedicated to authentic Belly Dance: Cora Fontana 
                                                                                                                       Lammam says: Belly Dance evokes a myriad images and pre 
                                                                                                                      conceived ideas: Most of these preconceived ideas are absurd: 
                                                                                                                     There are historical accounts of: Belly: Pelvic: Hip movements  
                                                                                                                    in dance dating back to the time of the Pharaohs: Some say it 
                                                                                                                   began in matriarchal societies where female priestesses would 
                                                                                                                  dance and go into trances during religious rituals: Another be 
                                                                                                                 lief is that belly dancing began to ease menstruation pains and 
                                                                                                                childbirth pains: At present this art is alive in various forms  
                                                                                                               under the general title of Belly Dance: Oriental: Folk: Village: 
                                                                                                              Gulf: North African: Turkish: Greek: Lebanese: and Western 
                                                                                                              ized versions to name a few: The title: Middle Eastern Dance: 
                                                                                                             Was actually contrived by the West: The title: Belly Dance: Is 
                                                                                                             a direct translation of the Arabic: Raks el-batn: Raks is to  
                                                                                                            dance: Batn means belly: Belly Dance is found at weddings: 
                                                                                                            Parties: Gatherings: Ceremonies: Celebrations: Nightclubs: 
                                                                                                            Festivals: Movies: Theaters: Etc: It can be a spontaneous  
                                                                                                            dance or a choreographed dance: In many Arab cultures 
                                                                                                            there is no need to wait for an occasion to dance because 
                                                                                                            dance creates the occasion: In many countries dance is a  
                                                                                                            vital part of life: Women's solo dance is what is usually 
                                                                                                            associated with Belly Dance: However: There are group 
                                                                                                            dances: Men also dance in groups: For in Lebanon the 
                                                                                                            men gather in a circle and dance Debke: Belly dance  
                                                                                                     can be performed to live or taped music: There is specific music and  
                                                                                                     for different styles of Belly Dance: Each has distinct aspects that sets 
                                                                                                           them apart from each other: Canes: Sticks: Veils: 
                                                                                            Zils or fin ger cymbals:Snakes: Tambourines: Candles: Candelabras: Large candle  
                                                                                            chandelier pieces: Jugs: Pots balanced on the head: And swords: Among others: 
                                                                                                          Can be utilized: The majority of the time you will  
                                                                                             see dancers in an upright position on the balls of their bare feet or with high: 
                                                                                             heels: However: Sometimes you will be treated to floorwork: The dancer can 
                                                                                                         slowly work her way down to the floor or abruptly 
                                                                                                         go down by way of a Turkish Drop: There are many 
                                                                                                         benefits from belly dancing: On a practical side it is 
                                                                                                         good for developing muscle tone not only in the belly  
                                                                                                         but in the legs: Back: Arms: Belly dancing improves  
                                                                                                         balance: Breathing: Posture: Cora Fontana Lammam  
                                                                                                         loves Belly Dance because it does not discriminate: It is 
                                                                                                         a celebration of womanhood: It does not establish confin 
                                                                                                         ing narrow images of what women's body should look like: 
                                                                                                         Contrary to western supermodelic ideals: Big hips: Bellies: 
                                                                                                         Breasts are an asset: There is no set age when women can no 
                                                                                                         longer dance: Some of the fabled Egyptian Queens Of Belly 
                                                                                                         Dance have recently come out of retirement due to demand: 
                                                                                                         These women are held in high esteem and sought after for  
                                                                                                          their knowledge: Ability: Beauty: Belly Dancing is a way 
                                                                                                          to empower women and recapture their instinctive access 
                                                                                                          to their inner spiritual world: It has the ability to al 
                                                                                                          ter power and transcend the ordinary using the 
                                                                                                          ordinary: The dancer becomes the keeper of soul: 
                                                                                                          Spirit: Sensuality: A mosaic of life's emotions 
                                                                                                         such as Sorrow: Love: Desire: Death: Despair: 
                                                                                                       Jealousy: Happiness: Can all be expressed in 
                                                                                                    Belly Dance: An art that is part of our cultural 
                                                                                                heritage: That upholds respect and admiration 
                                                                                            for the feminine forces in life: Raks el-batn is a 
                                                                                         window into the rich world of Arabic music and 
                                                                                     culture: Cora Fontana Lammam has danced in 
                                                                                   many venues in many countries: Now: Cora Fon 
                                                                                 tana Lammam is a homemaker: Like all mothers 
                                                                              raising unique children of power and intelligence:  
                                                                            From Maia: To Maria Keverich Van Beethoven: 
                                                                         To Bronislawa Sklodowski: To Dora Gray Duncan: 
                                                                       Cora Fontana Lammam struggles at times with 
                                                                      some unfairly excessive feelings of inadequacy:  
                                                                    She fights:She works: She runs: She feeds: She 
                                                                  yells:She exerts: She sings: She exhorts: She l 
                                                               aughs: She never stops:She cries: She darks:  
                                                            She lights: She whispers: She mothers: The 
                                                        aim of the art of Cora Fontana Lammam is  
                                                    perfection: The aim of the life of Cora  
                                                 Fontana Lammam is growth and ac 
                                              ceptance of Self: And so I will sing  
                                            farewell to you: And I will sing  
                                          of another flying jewel beauti  
                                          ful slender foot mother too: 
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                                                                                                                                            Michigan: USA: Cora F           ontana Lammam’s favorite activity 
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                                                                                                                                               was helping her interior       d esigner uncle in his store: At age 9: 
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                                                                                                                            Michigan: As a child Cora Fontana Lammam lived in an old 
                                                                                                                                                trailer: Then: A chicken coop turned into a house: At age 10 
                                                                                                                            an apartment: Cora Fontana Lammam was at far too young 
                                                                                                                                                an age the virtual mother of her family with responsibilities 
                                                                                                                            far exceeding those necessary for the needs of a growing child: 
                                                                                                                                                Like all little mothers Cora Fontana Lammam did her best to  
                                                                                                                            see to it that her magical mother and father and siblings ate food: 
                                                                                                                                                Received medical care: Lived in clean surroundings: As a child 
                                                                                                                            Cora Fontana Lammam loved her imagination: Now: Cora Fon 
                                                                                                                                                tana Lammam lives in Santa Rosa: California: As an adult Cora 
                                                                                                                           Fontana Lammam loves her husband: Antoine Lammam: Their 
                                                                                                                                               two power children: Aziz Lammam: And: Azar Lammam: Cora 
                                                                                                                          Fontana Lammam’s favorite animal is the horse: Cora Fon 
                                                                                                                                              tana Lammam’s favorite idea is freedom: Cora Fontana Lam 
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                                                                                                                                            Lammam is dedicated to authentic Belly Dance: Cora Fontana 
                                                                                                                       Lammam says: Belly Dance evokes a myriad images and pre 
                                                                                                                                          conceived ideas: Most of these preconceived ideas are absurd: 
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                                                                                                              ized versions to name a few: The title: Middle Eastern Dance: 
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                                                                                                                      dance: Batn means belly: Belly Dance is found at weddings: 
                                                                                                            Parties: Gatherings: Ceremonies: Celebrations: Nightclubs: 
                                                                                                                    Festivals: Movies: Theaters: Etc: It can be a spontaneous  
                                                                                                            dance or a choreographed dance: In many Arab cultures 
                                                                                                                  there is no need to wait for an occasion to dance because 
                                                                                                            dance creates the occasion: In many countries dance is a  
                                                                                                                vital part of life: Women's solo dance is what is usually 
                                                                                                            associated with Belly Dance: However: There are group 
                                                                                                              dances: Men also dance in groups: For in Lebanon the 
                                                                                                            men gather in a circle and dance Debke: Belly dance  
                                                                                 can be  performed to  l ive  or  taped music:  There  i s  speci f ic  music  and  
                                                                                for  di f ferent  s ty les  o f  Be l ly  Dance:  Each has  d i s t inc t  aspects  that  set s  
                                                                                                           them apart from each other: Canes: Sticks: Veils: 
                                                                        Zils or fin ger cymbals:Snakes:  Tambourines:  Candles:  Candelabras:  Large  candle   
                                                                        chande l ier  pieces:  Jugs:  Pots  balanced on the  head:  And swords:  Among others:  
                                                                                                          Can be utilized: The majority of the time you will  
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                                                                                                         slowly work her way down to the floor or abruptly 
                                                                                                         go down by way of a Turkish Drop: There are many 
                                                                                                         benefits from belly dancing: On a practical side it is 
                                                                                                         good for developing muscle tone not only in the belly  
                                                                                                         but in the legs: Back: Arms: Belly dancing improves  
                                                                                                         balance: Breathing: Posture: Cora Fontana Lammam  
                                                                                                         loves Belly Dance because it does not discriminate: It is 
                                                                                                         a celebration of womanhood: It does not establish confin 
                                                                                                         ing narrow images of what women's body should look like: 
                                                                                                         Contrary to western supermodelic ideals: Big hips: Bellies: 
                                                                                                         Breasts are an asset: There is no set age when women can no 
                                                                                                         longer dance: Some of the fabled Egyptian Queens Of Belly 
                                                                                                         Dance have recently come out of retirement due to demand: 
                                                                                                         These women are held in high esteem and sought after for  
                                                                                                          their knowledge: Ability: Beauty: Belly Dancing is a way 
                                                                                                          to empower women and recapture their instinctive access 
                                                                                                          to their inner spiritual world: It has the ability to al 
                                                                                                          ter power and transcend the ordinary using the 
                                                                                                          ordinary: The dancer becomes the keeper of soul: 
                                                                                                          Spirit: Sensuality: A mosaic of life's emotions 
                                                                                                         such as Sorrow: Love: Desire: Death: Despair: 
                                                                                                       Jealousy: Happiness: Can all be expressed in 
                                                                                                    Belly Dance: An art that is part of our cultural 
                                                                                                heritage: That upholds respect and admiration 
                                                                                            for the feminine forces in life: Raks el-batn is a 
                                                                                         window into the rich world of Arabic music and 
                                                                                     culture: Cora Fontana Lammam has danced in 
                                                                                   many venues in many countries: Now: Cora Fon 
                                                                                 tana Lammam is a homemaker: Like all mothers 
                                                                              raising unique children of power and intelligence:  
                                                                            From Maia: To Maria Keverich Van Beethoven: 
                                                                         To Bronislawa Sklodowski: To Dora Gray Duncan: 
                                                                       Cora Fontana Lammam struggles at times with 
                                                                      some unfairly excessive feelings of inadequacy:  
                                                                    She fights:She works: She runs: She feeds: She 
                                                                   yells:She exerts: She sings: She exhorts: She l 
                                                                 aughs: She never stops:She cries: She darks:  
                                                               She lights: She whispers: She mothers: The 
                                                            aim of the art of Cora Fontana Lammam is  
                                                         perfection: The aim of the life of Cora  
                                                       Fontana Lammam is growth and ac 
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                                                                                                                                                an age the v irtual mother of her family with responsibilities 
                                                                                                  far exceeding those necessary for the n eeds of a growing child: 
                                                                                                                                                Like all little mothers Cora Fontana Lammam did her best to  
                                                                                                   see to it that her magical mother and father and siblings ate food: 
                                                                                                                                                Received medical care: Lived in clean surroundings: As a child 
                                                                                                    Cora Fontana Lammam loved her imagination: Now: Cora Fon 
                                                                                                                                                tana Lammam lives in Santa Rosa: California: As an adult Cora 
                                                                                                    Fontana Lammam loves her husband: Antoine Lammam: Their 
                                                                                                                                               two power children: Aziz Lammam: And: Azar Lammam: Cora 
                                                                                                      Fontana Lammam’s favorite animal is the horse: Cora Fon 
                                                                                                                                              tana Lammam’s favorite idea is freedom: Cora Fontana Lam 
                                                                                                      mam’s favorite objects are clothes and jewelry: Cora Fontana 
                                                                                                                                            Lammam is dedicated to authentic Belly Dance: Cora Fontana 
                                                                                                       Lammam says: Belly Dance evokes a myriad images and pre 
                                                                                                                                          conceived ideas: Most of these preconceived ideas are absurd: 
                                                                                                       There are historical accounts of: Belly: Pelvic: Hip movements  
                                                                                                                                       in dance dating back to the time of the Pharaohs: Some say it 
                                                                                                       began in matriarchal societies where female priestesses would 
                                                                                                                                    dance and go into trances during religious rituals: Another be 
                                                                                                       lief is that belly dancing began to ease menstruation pains and 
                                                                                                                                childbirth pains: At present this art is alive in various forms  
                                                                                                       under the general title of Belly Dance: Oriental: Folk: Village: 
                                                                                                                            Gulf: North African: Turkish: Greek: Lebanese: and Western 
                                                                                                        ized versions to name a few: The title: Middle Eastern Dance: 
                                                                                                                        Was actually contrived by the West: The title: Belly Dance: Is 
                                                                                                         a direct translation of the Arabic: Raks el-batn: Raks is to  
                                                                                                                      dance: Batn means belly: Belly Dance is found at weddings: 
                                                                                                          Parties: Gatherings: Ceremonies: Celebrations: Nightclubs: 
                                                                                                                    Festivals: Movies: Theaters: Etc: It can be a spontaneous  
                                                                                                           dance or a choreographed dance: In many Arab cultures 
                                                                                                                  there is no need to wait for an occasion to dance because 
                                                                                                            dance creates the occasion: In many countries dance is a  
                                                                                                              vital part of life: Women's solo dance is what is usually 
                                                                                                            associated with Belly Dance: However: There are group 
                                                                                                             dances: Men also dance in groups: For in Lebanon the 
                                                                                                            men gather in a circle and dance Debke: Belly dance  
                                                                                           can be  performed to  l ive  or  taped music:  There  i s  spec i f ic  mu s  i  c    a    n     d   
                                                                                           for  di f ferent  s ty les  of  Be l ly  Dance:  Each has  d i st inct  aspects  tha t   s   e    t     s  
                                                                                                           them apart from each other: Canes: Sticks: Veils: 
                                                                                  Zils or fin ger cymbals:Snakes:  Tambourines:  Candles :  Candelabras:  Lar  g  e  c  a  n   d    l     e   
                                                                                  chandel ier  p ieces:  Jugs:  Pots  balanced on the  head:  And swords:  Among o  t  h   e     r      s :  
                                                                                                          Can be utilized: The majority of the time you will  
                                                                                   see  dancers  in  an upright  posi t ion on the  bal l s  of  the ir  bare  fee t  or  wi  t  h   h   i    g     h:  
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                                                                                                         slowly work her way down to the floor or abruptly 
                                                                                                         go down by way of a Turkish Drop: There are many 
                                                                                                         benefits from belly dancing: On a practical side it is 
                                                                                                         good for developing muscle tone not only in the belly  
                                                                                                         but in the legs: Back: Arms: Belly dancing improves  
                                                                                                         balance: Breathing: Posture: Cora Fontana Lammam  
                                                                                                         loves Belly Dance because it does not discriminate: It is 
                                                                                                         a celebration of womanhood: It does not establish confin 
                                                                                                         ing narrow images of what women's body should look like: 
                                                                                                         Contrary to western supermodelic ideals: Big hips: Bellies: 
                                                                                                         Breasts are an asset: There is no set age when women can no 
                                                                                                         longer dance: Some of the fabled Egyptian Queens Of Belly 
                                                                                                         Dance have recently come out of retirement due to demand: 
                                                                                                         These women are held in high esteem and sought after for  
                                                                                                          their knowledge: Ability: Beauty: Belly Dancing is a way 
                                                                                                          to empower women and recapture their instinctive access 
                                                                                                          to their inner spiritual world: It has the ability to al 
                                                                                                          ter power and transcend the ordinary using the 
                                                                                                          ordinary: The dancer becomes the keeper of soul: 
                                                                                                          Spirit: Sensuality: A mosaic of life's emotions 
                                                                                                         such as Sorrow: Love: Desire: Death: Despair: 
                                                                                                       Jealousy: Happiness: Can all be expressed in 
                                                                                                    Belly Dance: An art that is part of our cultural 
                                                                                                heritage: That upholds respect and admiration 
                                                                                            for the feminine forces in life: Raks el-batn is a 
                                                                                         window into the rich world of Arabic music and 
                                                                                     culture: Cora Fontana Lammam has danced in 
                                                                                   many venues in many countries: Now: Cora Fon 
                                                                                 tana Lammam is a homemaker: Like all mothers 
                                                                              raising unique children of power and intelligence:  
                                                                            From Maia: To Maria Keverich Van Beethoven: 
                                                                         To Bronislawa Sklodowski: To Dora Gray Duncan: 
                                                                       Cora Fontana Lammam struggles at times with 
                                                                      some unfairly excessive feelings of inadequacy:  
                                                                    She fights:She works: She runs: She feeds: She 
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                                                                 aughs: She never stops:She cries: She darks:  
                                                               She lights: She whispers: She mothers: The 
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                                                         perfection: The aim of the life of Cora  
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                                                                                                                                                ings: Telemarketi                            ng for the Deputy Sheriffs Charity Circus at 
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                                                                                                                                                trailer: Then: A ch                    icken coop turned into a house: At age 10 
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                                                                                                                                                an age the virtual m            other of her family with responsibilities 
                                                                                               far exceeding those necessary for the needs of a                     growing child: 
                                                                                                                                                Like all little mothe        rs Cora Fontana Lammam did her best to  
                                                                                                 see to it that her magical mother and father and s             iblings ate food: 
                                                                                                                                                Received medical car     e: Lived in clean surroundings: As a child 
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                                                                                                                                                tana Lammam lives   in Santa Rosa: California: As an adult Cora 
                                                                                                    Fontana Lammam loves her husband: Antoine L ammam: Their 
                                                                                                                                               two power children: Aziz Lammam: And: Azar Lammam: Cora 
                                                                                                      Fontana Lammam’s favorite animal is the horse: Cora Fon 
                                                                                                                                              tana Lammam’s favorite idea is freedom: Cora Fontana Lam 
                                                                                                      mam’s favorite objects are clothes and jewelry: Cora Fontana 
                                                                                                                                            Lammam is dedicated to authentic Belly Dance: Cora Fontana 
                                                                                                       Lammam says: Belly Dance evokes a myriad images and pre 
                                                                                                                                          conceived ideas: Most of these preconceived ideas are absurd: 
                                                                                                       There are historical accounts of: Belly: Pelvic: Hip movements  
                                                                                                                                       in dance dating back to the time of the Pharaohs: Some say it 
                                                                                                       began in matriarchal societies where female priestesses would 
                                                                                                                                    dance and go into trances during religious rituals: Another be 
                                                                                                       lief is that belly dancing began to ease menstruation pains and 
                                                                                                                                childbirth pains: At present this art is alive in various forms  
                                                                                                       under the general title of Belly Dance: Oriental: Folk: Village: 
                                                                                                                            Gulf: North African: Turkish: Greek: Lebanese: and Western 
                                                                                                        ized versions to name a few: The title: Middle Eastern Dance: 
                                                                                                                        Was actually contrived by the West: The title: Belly Dance: Is 
                                                                                                         a direct translation of the Arabic: Raks el-batn: Raks is to  
                                                                                                                      dance: Batn means belly: Belly Dance is found at weddings: 
                                                                                                          Parties: Gatherings: Ceremonies: Celebrations: Nightclubs: 
                                                                                                                    Festivals: Movies: Theaters: Etc: It can be a spontaneous  
                                                                                                           dance or a choreographed dance: In many Arab cultures 
                                                                                                                  there is no need to wait for an occasion to dance because 
                                                                                                            dance creates the occasion: In many countries dance is a  
                                                                                                              vital part of life: Women's solo dance is what is usually 
                                                                                                            associated with Belly Dance: However: There are group 
                                                                                                             dances: Men also dance in groups: For in Lebanon the 
                                                                                                            men gather in a circle and dance Debke: Belly dance  
                                                                                                     can be  performed to  l ive  or  taped music:  There  i s  spec i f ic  m u s  i  c    a    n     d   
                                                                                                     for  d i f ferent  s ty les  of  Bel ly  Dance:  Each has  d i st inct  aspects  tha t   s   e    t     s  
                                                                                                           them apart from each other: Canes: Sticks: Veils: 
                                                                                            Zils or fin ger cymbals:Snakes:  Tambourines:  Candles:  Candelabras:  Lar  g  e  c  a  n   d    l     e   
                                                                                            chandel ier  p ieces:  Jugs:  Pots  ba lanced on the  head:  And swords:  Among o  t  h   e     r      s :  
                                                                                                          Can be utilized: The majority of the time you will  
                                                                                                see  dancers  in  an upright  posi t ion on the  ba l l s  o f  the ir  bare  feet  or  w  i  t  h   h   i    g     h:  
                                                                                                 hee l s:  H o w e v e r :  Somet im e s  y o u  wi l l  be  treated to  f loorwork:  The danc  e  r    c    a     n  
                                                                                                         slowly work her way down to the floor or abruptly 
                                                                                                         go down by way of a Turkish Drop: There are many 
                                                                                                         benefits from belly dancing: On a practical side it is 
                                                                                                         good for developing muscle tone not only in the belly  
                                                                                                         but in the legs: Back: Arms: Belly dancing improves  
                                                                                                         balance: Breathing: Posture: Cora Fontana Lammam  
                                                                                                         loves Belly Dance because it does not discriminate: It is 
                                                                                                         a celebration of womanhood: It does not establish confin 
                                                                                                         ing narrow images of what women's body should look like: 
                                                                                                         Contrary to western supermodelic ideals: Big hips: Bellies: 
                                                                                                         Breasts are an asset: There is no set age when women can no 
                                                                                                         longer dance: Some of the fabled Egyptian Queens Of Belly 
                                                                                                         Dance have recently come out of retirement due to demand: 
                                                                                                         These women are held in high esteem and sought after for  
                                                                                                          their knowledge: Ability: Beauty: Belly Dancing is a way 
                                                                                                          to empower women and recapture their instinctive access 
                                                                                                          to their inner spiritual world: It has the ability to al 
                                                                                                          ter power and transcend the ordinary using the 
                                                                                                          ordinary: The dancer becomes the keeper of soul: 
                                                                                                          Spirit: Sensuality: A mosaic of life's emotions 
                                                                                                         such as Sorrow: Love: Desire: Death: Despair: 
                                                                                                       Jealousy: Happiness: Can all be expressed in 
                                                                                                    Belly Dance: An art that is part of our cultural 
                                                                                                heritage: That upholds respect and admiration 
                                                                                            for the feminine forces in life: Raks el-batn is a 
                                                                                         window into the rich world of Arabic music and 
                                                                                     culture: Cora Fontana Lammam has danced in 
                                                                                   many venues in many countries: Now: Cora Fon 
                                                                                 tana Lammam is a homemaker: Like all mothers 
                                                                              raising unique children of power and intelligence:  
                                                                            From Maia: To Maria Keverich Van Beethoven: 
                                                                         To Bronislawa Sklodowski: To Dora Gray Duncan: 
                                                                       Cora Fontana Lammam struggles at times with 
                                                                      some unfairly excessive feelings of inadequacy:  
                                                                    She fights:She works: She runs: She feeds: She 
                                                                   yells:She exerts: She sings: She exhorts: She l 
                                                                 aughs: She never stops:She cries: She darks:  
                                                               She lights: She whispers: She mothers: The 
                                                            aim of the art of Cora Fontana Lammam is  
                                                         perfection: The aim of the life of Cora  
                                                       Fontana Lammam is growth and ac 
                                                    Ceptance  of Self: And so I will sing 
                                                 farewell t  o you : And I   will sing 
                                              of another   r flyin  g jewe   l beauti  
                                             ful slend    er foot    mothe    r too: 
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                                                                      Cora Fontana Lammam was born on April 28:                                                                                                            1971: In Detroit: 
                                                                                                                                                 Michigan: USA:           C                  Cora Fontana Lammam’s favorite activity 
                                                                          as a child was gymnastics: Cora Fontana Lam                                                                                                 mam’s first job 
                                                                                                                                                was helping her i                                nterior designer uncle in his store: At age 9: 
                                                                              Cora Fontana Lammam’s first job of paycheck                                                                                 and withhold 
                                                                                                                                                ings: Telemarketi                        ng for the Deputy Sheriffs Charity Circus at 
                                                                                  age 13: Cora Fontana Lammam’s mother was b                                                                   orn in Detroit: 
                                                                                                                                                Michigan: Cora Fo                        ntana Lammam’s father was born in Detroit: 
                                                                                      Michigan: As a child Cora Fontana Lammam                                                     lived in an old 
                                                                                                                                                trailer: Then: A ch                    icken coop turned into a house: At age 10 
                                                                                            an apartment: Cora Fontana Lammam was a                                  t far too young 
                                                                                                                                                an age the virtual m            other of her family with responsibilities 
                                                                                               far exceeding those necessary for the needs of a                 growing child: 
                                                                                                                                                Like all little mothe        rs Cora Fontana Lammam did her best to  
                                                                                                 see to it that her magical mother and father and s             iblings ate food: 
                                                                                                                                                Received medical car     e: Lived in clean surroundings: As a child 
                                                                                                   Cora Fontana Lammam loved her imagination:      Now: Cora Fon 
                                                                                                                                                tana Lammam lives   in Santa Rosa: California: As an adult Cora 
                                                                                                    Fontana Lammam loves her husband: Antoine L ammam: Their 
                                                                                                                                               two power children: Aziz Lammam: And: Azar Lammam: Cora 
                                                                                                      Fontana Lammam’s favorite animal is the horse: Cora Fon 
                                                                                                                                              tana Lammam’s favorite idea is freedom: Cora Fontana Lam 
                                                                                                      mam’s favorite objects are clothes and jewelry: Cora Fontana 
                                                                                                                                            Lammam is dedicated to authentic Belly Dance: Cora Fontana 
                                                                                                       Lammam says: Belly Dance evokes a myriad images and pre 
                                                                                                                                          conceived ideas: Most of these preconceived ideas are absurd: 
                                                                                                       There are historical accounts of: Belly: Pelvic: Hip movements  
                                                                                                                                       in dance dating back to the time of the Pharaohs: Some say it 
                                                                                                       began in matriarchal societies where female priestesses would 
                                                                                                                                    dance and go into trances during religious rituals: Another be 
                                                                                                       lief is that belly dancing began to ease menstruation pains and 
                                                                                                                                childbirth pains: At present this art is alive in various forms  
                                                                                                       under the general title of Belly Dance: Oriental: Folk: Village: 
                                                                                                                            Gulf: North African: Turkish Greek: Lebanese: and Western 
                                                                                                        ized versions to name a few: The title: Middle Eastern Dance: 
                                                                                                                        Was actually contrived by the West: The title: Belly Dance: Is 
                                                                                                         a direct translation of the Arabic: Raks el-batn: Raks is to  
                                                                                                                      dance: Batn means belly: Belly Dance is found at weddings: 
                                                                                                          Parties: Gatherings: Ceremonies: Celebrations: Nightclubs: 
                                                                                                                    Festivals: Movies: Theaters: Etc: It can be a spontaneous  
                                                                                                           dance or a choreographed dance: In many Arab cultures 
                                                                                                                  there is no need to wait for an occasion to dance because 
                                                                                                            dance creates the occasion: In many countries dance is a  
                                                                                                              vital part of life: Women's solo dance is what is usually 
                                                                                                            associated with Belly Dance: However There are group 
                                                                                                             dances: Men also dance in groups: For in Lebanon the 
                                                                                                            men gather in a circle and dance Debke: Belly dance  
                                                                                                     can be  performed to  l ive  or  taped music:  There  i s  spec i f ic  m u s  i  c    a    n     d   
                                                                                                     for  d i f ferent  s ty les  of  Bel ly  Dance:  Each has  d i st inct  aspects  tha t   s   e    t     s  
                                                                                                           them apart from each other: Canes: Sticks: Veils: 
                                                                                            Zils or fin ger cymbals:Snakes:  Tambourines:  Candles:  Candelabras:  Lar  g  e  c  a  n   d    l     e   
                                                                                            chandel ier  p ieces:  Jugs:  Pots  ba lanced on the  head:  And swords:  Among o  t  h   e     r      s :  
                                                                                                          Can be utilized: The majority of the time you will  
                                                                                                see  dancers  in  an upright  posi t ion on the  ba l l s  o f  the ir  bare  feet  or  w  i  t  h   h   i    g     h:  
                                                                                                 hee l s:  H o w e v e r :  Somet im e s  y o u  wi l l  be  treated to  f loorwork:  The danc  e  r    c    a     n  
                                                                                                         slowly work her way down to the floor or abruptly 
                                                                                                         go down by way of a Turkish Drop: There are many 
                                                                                                         benefits from belly dancing: On a practical side it is 
                                                                                                         good for developing muscle tone not only in the belly  
                                                                                                         but in the legs: Back: Arms: Belly dancing improves  
                                                                                                         balance: Breathing: Posture: Cora Fontana Lammam  
                                                                                                         loves Belly Dance because it does not discriminate: It is 
                                                                                                         a celebration of womanhood: It does not establish confin 
                                                                                                         ing narrow images of what women's body should look like: 
                                                                                                         Contrary to western supermodelic ideals: Big hips: Bellies: 
                                                                                                         Breasts are an asset: There is no set age when women can no 
                                                                                                         longer dance: Some of the fabled Egyptian Queens Of Belly 
                                                                                                         Dance have recently come out of retirement due to demand: 
                                                                                                         These women are held in high esteem and sought after for 
                                                                                                          their knowledge: Ability: Beauty: Belly Dancing is a way 
                                                                                                          to empower women and recapture their instinctive access 
                                                                                                          to their inner spiritual world: It has the ability to al 
                                                                                                          ter power and transcend the ordinary using the 
                                                                                                          ordinary: The dancer becomes the keeper of soul: 
                                                                                                          Spirit: Sensuality: A mosaic of life's emotions 
                                                                                                         such as Sorrow: Love: Desire: Death: Despair: 
                                                                                                       Jealousy: Happiness: Can all be expressed in 
                                                                                                    Belly Dance: An art that is part of our cultural 
                                                                                                heritage: That upholds respect and admiration 
                                                                                            for the feminine forces in life: Raks el-batn is a 
                                                                                         window into the rich world of Arabic music and 
                                                                                     culture: Cora Fontana Lammam has danced in 
                                                                                   many venues in many countries: Now: Cora Fon 
                                                                                 tana Lammam is a homemaker: Like all mothers 
                                                                              raising unique children of power and intelligence:  
                                                                            From Maia: To Maria Keverich Van Beethoven: 
                                                                         To Bronislawa Sklodowski: To Dora Gray Duncan: 
                                                                       Cora Fontana Lammam struggles at times with 
                                                                      some unfairly excessive feelings of inadequacy:  
                                                                    She fights:She works: She runs: She feeds: She 
                                                                   yells:She exerts: She sings: She exhorts: She l 
                                                                 aughs: She never stops:She cries: She darks:  
                                                               She lights: She whispers: She mothers: The 
                                                            aim of the art of Cora Fontana Lammam is  
                                                         perfection: The aim of the life of Cora  
                                                       Fontana   Lammam is growth and ac 
                                                    Ceptance   of Self:  And s  o I wil l sing 
                                                 farewell t    o you   : And I     will s  ing 
                                              of another      r flyin     g jewe      l be    auti  
                                             ful slend        er foot        mothe        r to      o: 
 


